Bartech's detection systems: a legacy of **excellence**

**Micro-switch** sensors are used on our minibar shelves and balconies detecting the *weight* of the product on the shelf. These **reliable** sensors are not in direct contact with products making shelves very easy to clean.

**Magnetic** sensors are used for the detection of laid down bottles allowing a **flexible selection** of products in this specific part of the minibar.

We have been using special **infra-red** sensors in our dry sections for 15 years. Proven **reliable**, these sensors are also very **easy to clean**.

**With Bartech's combination of sensors technologies, you can:**

- Ensure accurate transaction reporting, capturing maximum revenue & assuring guest that information on their hotel bill is correct.
- Avoid potential errors caused by humidity and spills that can block infrared sensors beams.
- Accommodate various types and sizes of products for maximum guest options & increased sales potential.
- Enjoy reliable, long-lasting, leading edge technology

For more information, please visit our website: [www.bartech.com](http://www.bartech.com)
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